Is long-term esophageal pH monitoring of clinical value?
Two hundred eighty-nine patients with various chest symptoms were studied by interview for the presence and type of symptoms, and by long-term esophageal pH monitoring for acid reflux. One hundred eighty of the patients also had upper gastrointestinal endoscopy. There was significant correlation between the results of all three methods. pH monitoring was more sensitive (92.9% vs. 81.0%) and specific (41.3% vs. 23.9%), and classified more patients correctly (55.6% vs. 37.2%), than an interview by an experienced gastroenterologist when esophageal erosions were regarded as "gold standard" for pathologic reflux. Of all patients, 31.5% had unclear symptoms and therefore could not be diagnosed by interview alone. Forty nine percent of these had pathologic reflux on pH monitoring. Among the patients, 72.3% who had symptoms typical of reflux disease also had a pathologic result at pH monitoring. It is concluded that most patients with unambiguous symptoms of esophageal reflux can correctly be diagnosed by interview, but that esophageal pH monitoring has a role in the management of patients with less characteristic chest symptoms.